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Abstract This paper describes a corpus-based approach to the analysis of graphic text sig-
nalling in complex information documents. To make the task of populating the corpus tractable,
we have developed software to automate as much of the annotation process as possible. OCR
output is first obtained in OpenDocument format. This is post-processed semi-automatically to
generate stand-off XML annotations following the GeM model (Henschel, 2003). These gen-
erated layers describe the content and layout of the document. This information is augmented
with functionally-oriented descriptions and RST analyses (Mann and Thompson, 1987). To-
gether these annotations support empirical research into the relationship between the things that
are said in documents and the linguistic and graphic resources used to express them. Such
research might inform the evaluation of existing documents and the design of new ones.
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1 Background and motivation

This paper describes a corpus-based approach to the analysis of graphic text signalling in com-
plex information documents from the financial services industry. These documents are products
of corporate and regulatory processes, and include content from marketing, customer experi-
ence, product technical, administration, legal and compliance specialists. Some are produced
by automated systems that dynamically merge customer data with other content. They are
influenced by external factors such as government regulation, industry codes, and corporate
branding. They sometimes have multiple audiences (for example, customers, intermediaries,
and administrators). This complex provenance means that these documents are particularly
challenging to analyze, but it also means that a sound analysis will provide valuable insight
for the organisations concerned, in terms informing both the evaluation and improvement of
existing documents and the design of new ones.

To make the task of populating the corpus tractable, we have developed software to automate as
much of the annotation process as possible. We do this by post-processing the output of Optical
Character Recognition (OCR). As we have yet to populate the corpus, the focus here will be to
document our approach, highlighting our aims and motivating the corpus design. We conclude
by giving a taste of the kinds of phenomena which might be investigated on the basis of this
design. In parallel with designing the corpus, we have been developing a web-based interface
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to support querying the data and to present results. Describing this in detail falls beyond the
scope of the present paper.

While linguistic accounts of discourse structure differ in important ways, they essentially in-
volve the segmentation of text and the assignment of discourse relations between the resulting
segments (see, for example, Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Mann and Thompson, 1987; Martin, 1992).
In some instances, surface features may signal these relations. However, as Sporleder and Las-
carides (2006, p.371) point out: ‘While rhetorical relations are sometimes signalled lexically
by discourse markers [. . . ] such as but, since or consequently, these are often ambiguous, either
between two or more discourse relations or between discourse and non-discourse usage.’ They
note that ‘since can indicate either a temporal or an explanation relation’ and that yet may signal
a CONTRAST relation or else be used as a synonym of so far, ‘with no function with respect
to discourse structure whatsoever’ (2006, p.371). Moreover, in many cases, relations are not
signalled: ‘roughly half the sentences in the British National Corpus lack a discourse marker
entirely’ (2006, p.371). Similarly, in a study of two corpora, one containing task-oriented di-
alogues, the other a collection of articles from the Wall Street Journal, Taboada (2006) found
that, on average, between 60 and 70% of rhetorical relations were not signalled. Interestingly,
she also found that some relations are more often signalled than others: in the case of the news-
paper corpus, the ‘signalling level’ for different relations ranged from 4 to 90% (Taboada, 2006,
p.587).

While the contribution of graphic resources to the structuring of discourse has long been ac-
knowledged from the perspectives of typographers and information designers (e.g. Hartley and
Burnhill, 1977; Waller, 1987), linguists enagaged in discourse analysis (e.g. Bernhardt, 1985;
Lemke, 1998) and those working on natural language generation (e.g. Bouayad-Agha, Scott
and Power, 2001), there is a gap between this acknowledgement and the kind of corpus-based
research that has yielded insights such as those cited above. This is not to say that the need
for such work has gone unnoticed. Bateman, Delin and Henschel (2002a, p.8) point out that,
in the case of multimodal meaning making, ‘we lack convenient cut-off criteria such as “gram-
maticality” that can be interrogated’. As such, in purely descriptive terms, empirical work is
arguably even more critical for building the conceptual scaffolding for multimodal analysis than
is the case for linguistic analysis. Moreover, as with language, corpus data can help distinguish
between those graphic phenomena that are at all frequent and those which constitute anomalies.
While, in some contexts, such anomalies may be of interest in themselves, there is a risk that
according them undue significance, as may happen when interpreting hand-picked examples,
skews the overall picture. In terms of prescription, while the very lack of a grammar might
mean we lack criteria for establishing whether a given instance is well-formed and, as such, run
the risk of learning from bad examples, it would nonetheless seem useful to be able to identify
the different options selected by document designers in realizing a common set of rhetorical
structures.

We take graphic signals to include resources such as layout and spacing, the typographic real-
ization of verbal elements, and non-verbal devices such as bullets, ticks and crosses. In addition
to these features of the surface realization of document elements, texts in the corpus are anno-
tated in terms of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1987) and a number
of other functional labels are applied to segments.
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The separation of graphic and linguistic realization from functional descriptions allows investi-
gation of phenomena such as graphic complexity and pacing. We can ask whether variation in
graphic realization at a given point is motivated, perhaps by signalling structure or a change in
voice. Identifying unmotivated complexity can be seen as a step towards finding opportunities
to simplify graphic communications. By supporting the retrieval of instances in which rhetor-
ical structure does, or does not, correspond with artefact stucture (Waller, 1987, p.179), it also
enables us to consider the chunking of information in documents.

Apart from establishing, in broad terms, the ways in which graphic signalling is used, a corpus-
based approach allows us to ask more specific questions. For example, we might test the hypoth-
esis that graphic signalling is ambiguous, albeit in ways which differ from lexical signalling.
Similarly, we might also investigate whether, as seems likely, the distribution of graphic signals
differs, in terms of discourse relations, from the distribution of lexical signals. For example,
intuitively, bullets might support LIST or JOINT relations, combinations of ticks and crosses
might signal ANTITHESIS or CONTRAST relations, and enumeration might be a natural cue for
SEQUENCE. Our corpus currently remains too small to make general claims about the role of
graphic signalling of discourse relations. However, as we will suggest in section 4, analysis of
documents through the framework of the multi-layered annotation described here seems to offer
a means of detecting consistency, or its absence, in the design of a given document.

2 Corpus design

In the corpus, each document will be represented at three levels: 1) metadata about the doc-
ument; 2) transcribed and annotated document content; and 3) a high-resolution facsimile of
each page.

Document metadata will facilitate comparison of sets of documents across various dimensions.
These will include the sector and brand from which each document has been taken, the genre to
which it belongs (e.g. bill, brochure, form, letter), the topic covered (e.g. insurance, pensions,
tax) and the date it was produced. Where relevant, we will identify the relationship between
each document and others included in the corpus (in terms of document versions and in relation
to steps in business processes). Where available, we will also record data relating to business
process errors associated with the document and any existing expert evaluations.

The annotation of specific document elements will be discussed in greater detail in the next
section. In brief, it allows us to compare what is said, in rhetorical and functional terms, with
how it is said, in terms of graphic and linguistic realizaton. Genre, for which a characterization
is given to a whole document, can also be associated with document parts: thus instances of
embedded genres, such as a form within a brochure, may be described and retrieved.
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3 Corpus annotation

The corpus annotation is based on the GeM scheme described comprehensively by Henschel
(2003). The scheme implements stand-off annotation in XML layers. These include base,
layout and rhetorical structure (henceforth RST). We have converted the original GeM DTDs
into RelaxNG1 schemas.

This stand-off approach provides an elegant way in which to accommodate the annotation of
cross-cutting and overlapping phenomena. It also supports the straightforward addition of new
annotation layers, which allows us to record additional descriptions of document segments, such
as speaker, intended audience, or communicative intention.

3.1 Capturing data

Leech (1991, p.10) notes that, during the 1980s, OCR freed ‘corpus compilation from the log-
jam of manual input’. Approaches which seek to represent the graphic as well as linguistic
realization of texts inevitably face an even more formidable logjam if manual input is the only
means of capturing data. In addition to making the transcription and annotation task tractable,
exploiting recent developments in OCR technology to capture information about graphic re-
alization has the additional benefit of excluding judgements about rhetorical relatedness from
consideration when describing the visual segmentation of document elements. Such influence,
to which human annotators may unavoidably be susceptible, risks introducing circularity into
subsequent analysis of information chunking.

Given that we wish to retain as much information as possible about the graphic realization of
each document, including the layout and placement of elements as well as specifics such as the
size, weight and colour of individual characters, the format in which we choose to save the OCR
output should be adequately descriptive. The processes and tools we have implemented to sup-
port corpus development will be available for the ongoing expansion of the corpus. The format
chosen should therefore be sustainable: it should not be liable to withrawal or obsolescence.
As such, it should be a documented open standard. Finally, the format must afford automated
processing downstream. Given that our target corpus annotation scheme is XML-based, using
an XML format to store the raw OCR output offers a particularly good fit. The format which
currently best meets these three criteria is OpenDocument2, which is published as an ISO stan-
dard and can be used with a wide variety of office suites, including OpenOffice and Microsoft
Office.

Support for OpenDocument in OCR software is increasing. Where it is not available for saving
OCR output, this may first be saved as a Microsoft Word document and then converted without
loss into OpenDocument using either Microsoft Word or OpenOffice.

1http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/relax-ng/spec-20011203.html
2http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=office
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3.2 Post-processing OCR output with XSLT

Using XSLT we can transform OCR output in OpenDocument format automatically into some-
thing similar to the base and layout layers defined in the GeM scheme. Essentially, this involves
parsing the source document to assign each element a unique identifier and then reverse engi-
neering the style information carried by each element to conform to the GeM formalism. The
other automated intervention is to segment running text at sentence boundaries. This supports
RST annotation and the future addition of new layers accommodating other linguistic analyses.

At this point, some rather fundamental differences between the underlying motivations behind
OpenDocument and the GeM scheme become evident. OpenDocument is intended to specify
document rendering from an authoring perspective, GeM describes the presentation of docu-
ments as end products. While it records the layout of elements in relation to a grid-like struc-
ture, OpenDocument is not required to record the placement of elements in relation to vertical
space. Thus we do not know the extent of each row in the grid. Neither is there an explicit
indication of the page on which a given element is placed. Finally, while column widths are
retrievable, the placement of individual elements on a given line is not specified: it seems the
text is poured into a container and the editing software decides its precise placement. For our
purposes, the most significant consequence of this is that, while we can automatically retrieve
information about the column and row in which an element is placed, if we wish to indicate
page boundaries these must be added manually.

In order to establish the robustness of our approach, we have tested our transformations on a
suite of documents containing various graphic features, including complex layouts, tables and
lists, for which various routes were taken to arrive at their OpenDocument form.3 Success varies
in terms of representation of layout segmentation, document flow and the capture of features
such as lists. However, this variation is a function of the OCR process and the representation of
OCR output in OpenDocument, rather than of our post-processing. One advantage of using a
pivot format, such as OpenDocument, is that manual tweaks to layout recognition during OCR
or improvements in OCR technology can feed directly into our processing model without the
need for modification to our tools. Our tools coped well with the range of scenarios with which
we have presented them, consistently allocating unique identifiers to elements and retrieving
available information about their graphic realization.

3.3 Base and layout annotation layers

The base layer carries a transcription of the verbal content of the document. In the case of
non-verbal graphics, a verbal description of the element is provided. The other purpose of the
base layer is to segment the document into base units. Each unit is assigned a unique identifier
(see Figure 1). Using this identifier, the base units are cross-referenced by the other layers.

Within the layout layer, there are four main sections: 1) layout segmentation in which each
layout unit cross-references one or more base units; 2) realization information; 3) an abstract

3OCR output in various Microsoft Word formats was converted by Microsoft Word and OpenOffice into Open-
Document format. In one case, we reconstituted a document in a word processor by merging OCR output from
scanned images made on different scanners.
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Figure 1: Fragment of base layer annotation

representation of the overall layout of the display, known as the area model; and 4) a more
concrete description of the layout structure of the document, in which layout units are located
within the area model. Taken together, these four components allow us to build a fairly com-
prehensive picture of the graphic realization of document elements.

Figure 2: Fragment of layout layer realization annotation

The fragment shown in Figure 2 describes details of the typographic realization of two verbal
document elements. The first is realized in 11 point bold type. The hexadecimal RGB value
for color describes a shade of blue. The second element is smaller, at 8 points, and black. In
both cases, the background colour is white. These two descriptions relate to the heading ‘Your
property’ and subsequent paragraph at the bottom of the left-hand column in Figure 3. The
realization information retrieved from the data in OpenDocument format differs slightly from
that specified by GeM. Some additional information is present (e.g. line-height), while other
parameters are missing (e.g. justification and case). Our RelaxNG schema for the layout layer
defines additional new attributes and relaxes existing requirements as necessary. We do not
believe that this involves a significant deviation from the original annotation model.

The fragment of the area model shown in Figure 4 describes the overall layout of the page on
which our previous example is realized: in a slight deviation from the GeM specification, we
allocate an area-root element to each page in the document. The model assumes a grid layout
in which each sub-area represents a row. So, our example describes a display comprising
three rows. The first of these consists of a single column. The second has two columns of
approximately equal width. The third also has two columns, but in this the case the first column,
on the left, is much wider than the second, which just contains the page number, which is barely

A framework for corpus-based analysis of graphic signalling

Figure 3: Facsimile of the display described in Figure 4.

visible on the far right.

Figure 4: Fragment of layout layer area model annotation

This rather abstract description is populated with layout units in the layout-structure. Putting
the fragment shown in Figure 5 together with the area model reproduced in Figure 4, we see that
our heading ‘Your property’ (lay-5.15.6) and the subsequent paragraph (lay-5.15.7) are placed
last in the first column of the second row in the display (sub-area 15).

In terms of layout-structure, document elements may be related recursively: a column in a row
in the grid representing the overall page may contain a table which in turn contains text arranged
in columns and rows. In addition to recording tabular layouts, elements displayed as a list in
the document are also identifiable as such from the layout-structure.
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Figure 3: Facsimile of the display described in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Fragment of layout structure annotation

3.4 RST and other semantically-oriented layers

Adding functional labels to segments in the RST and other semantically-oriented layers must be
done manually. This said, by automating the generation of skeleton files, the human annotator
is largely relieved of the task of managing cross references across annotation layers.

Despite adopting RST, the GeM project identified several problems with implementing it in
multimodal analysis (see, for example, Bateman, Delin and Henschel, 2002b; Bateman, 2008).
Perhaps the most fundamental modification to RST as implemented in GeM is the generalization
of the RST sequentiality assumption to allow relations to document parts which are adjacent in
any direction (Henschel, 2003, p.15).

Figure 6: Table describing good and poor options

One particular challenge presented by the material we have annotated is the presence of ta-
bles. Clearly, these support rhetorical relations between elements along more than one spatial
dimension. To accommodate this, we allow segments to participate in more than one RST struc-
ture. Thus, considering the example in Figure 6, moving from left to right each of the rows of
content presents a conditioning situation (CONDITION) followed by a pair of outcomes, which
themselves form a CONTRAST relation. In terms of columns, the cells can be seen as consti-
tuting a set of situations in a JOINT relation. The column headings relate to the cells below as
PREPARATION. This implementation, in which we allow segments to participate in multiple
orthogonal relations, retains the concept of nuclearity central to RST.

Other layers are used to describe the speaker, audience, communicative intention and genre of
document segments. These are formally less complex than the RST layer. They consist of a
series of segments each of which has an xref attribute which cross references contiguous base
units who share a given property or, in the case of audience, properties. Thus, the annotation
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Figure 7: Fragment of speaker layer annotation

fragment in Figure 7 shows that a segment spoken by a third-party endorser (s-14.60.15) is
inserted within a context in which the document owner is speaking. In this instance, if we
compared the speaker with the layout layer, we would find that this voice is differentiated
typographically in terms of placement, size and colour.

4 Conclusions and further work

The corpus is currently too small to support general claims about graphic signalling of discourse
structure and, having put the processes and tools in place, the most pressing future work involves
its population. This said, the pilot annotations performed so far have drawn attention to certain
features and inconsistencies within individual documents.

All of the examples we have presented here have been taken from a brochure produced by a
life insurance company for distribution to people approaching retirement. In many ways it is a
successful design. The brochure is aligned with the reader, who it supports through a decision-
making process. It terms of information structure, it is well-paced. In most cases, each display
presents a topic coherently and topics do not run across pages. In terms of our annotation
model, this informal judgement may be supported by comparing the RST and layout layers.
The combination of good spacing and short line length maintains legibility, despite much of the
type being relatively small.

Figure 8: Your next steps

However, with regard to the graphic signalling of specific rhetorical relations, a mixed picture
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emerges. On the one hand, we note that the one clear instance of a SEQUENCE relation is marked
by enumeration and that each step is graphically framed (see Figure 8). One the other hand, a
combination of ticks and crosses, and bullets of different shapes and colours are used to cue list
items at various points in the document. The use of these resources seems to lack consistency.

Figure 9: Pros and cons

It might be argued that the ticks in Figure 3 carry a positive value, which justifies their use in
place of the circular bullets used elsewhere in the brochure. However, the lack of any graphic
differentiation between the lists of pros and cons in Figure 9 might be seen as a missed op-
portunity. Finally, ticks cue both the positive and the negative values in the two lists shown
in Figure 10. Here the rhetorical relation CONTRAST would appear not to be supported by the
graphic signalling: indeed, one might argue that it is undermined by it. It is unclear why a
graphic approach consistent with that already presented in the table reproduced in Figure 6 was
not deployed in either of these latter two cases.

Figure 10: Is an annuity right for me?

In sum, then, comparing the the layout and RST annotation layers reveals instances in which a
common graphic realization serves different rhetorical functions and in which different realiza-
tions support a common rhetorical function. If this kind of analysis is revealing when applied to
a single document, it seems likely that the application of this approach to a broader set of ques-
tions and much larger collections of comparable documents will yield significant new insights.
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